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Buenas tatdes yan hafa adai todos hamyo- hafa adai 

Manggaige hit pa’go para ta silebra yan onra i manmagraduha pa’go na ha’ane, 
mas di tres sientos, para ta rekoknisa i minappot yan suppotasion i familian-niha, 
parehu ha’ manaina, asagua, atungo’ yan famagu’on, yan para ta hatsa i banderan i 
unibetsidat i tano’-ta Guahan yan para ta aksepta i grasian Yu’os yan i kannai i 
saina-ta gi todu i kinalamten-ta guini gi hilo’ tano’ 

We are here to celebrate the achievements of over 300 graduates on this fine island 
afternoon, to recognize the support and contributions of their families, their 
parents, spouses, friends and children and to raise again (hatsa i banderan i 
Unibetsidat) the flag of our University of Guam and to accept the blessings of God 
and the hand of our lord in everything we do on earth. 

It is a day of celebration, but celebration without meaning is a gathering without a 
purpose, a vehicle without a road map, a thought without an action. What is our 
central purpose today? Is it to get through the ceremony and not be affected by the 
words of the moment and the tears of proud family members? Is it to get to the 
party or to say look at me, look at how many pins I have, how many leis I have, 
how good I look? Well, you can afford a little of that and you all look good from 
up here- it must be that proud gown that you are wearing and that handsome 
headwear that for today only, you wear like a crown. 

But all of that celebration really takes only a couple of minutes. Get the leis, get 
the flowers, get the money, get the food and, of course, get your picture taken (only 
a thousand or so times) put it on facebook- oh no, not there, your parents and 
grandparents are there- put the pictures somewhere where they can’t see it.  

After you have done all that, now what- what does this moment mean and where 
do we go. You have lots of examples and stories to choose from. Today, we will 
hear from a graduate of the University who received his degree before there was a 



field house- and he now oversees a company that has a cash flow of over $1 billion 
a year. In the newspapers and news broadcasts, you may hear a story of college 
graduates who couldn’t find a job, but who are stuck with enormous student loans. 
You will hear someone tell you (usually someone in your family) that you can’t 
really learn much from college or about Uncle ----- or Cousin ------ who made it 
without a college degree. You will hear that Bill Gates never got a college degree. 

But I am here to tell you that you not only made the right choice in getting a 
college education, you made the best and natural choice in choosing to get your 
education from the University of Guam. In January of this year, the US Bureau of 
Labor Statistics tell us that persons with a high school diploma have an 8.4% 
unemployment rate while the rate for college graduates is 4.5%. High school 
diploma holders make a median income of $33,000 while bachelor degree holders 
earn $55,000.  

For UOG graduates, we don’t have specific statistics about income and 
employment, but we do know that over half of the nurses at Guam Memorial 
Hospital, 90% of the teachers at DOE and half of the professionals in accounting 
firms are Tritons like you. In fact, there isn’t a clinic, a school, a business, a 
government agency a military command, a police department anywhere in Guam 
or in Micronesia who doesn’t have one Triton, a UOG graduate working there. 
This is a proud record of achievement for the Triton legacy for the University and a 
professional environment which will welcome you into the fold.  

We also know that Guam’s future economy, future society, our islands’ intellectual 
infrastructure is forged here on this campus, in the classrooms, on the internet, in 
small group conversations, in class discussions, in theatric productions, in artwork 
and book work, software and hardware, in the love and care of people who know 
what they want and they know where to get it. 

You represent all of this potential and all of the possibilities. This is why you must 
savor the celebratory moment, but we must quickly move to seriously considering 
the future, your future and your contribution to all of our future. An education is 
not an accomplishment that you made by yourself; it is a contractual arrangement 
between you and the teachers, you and the supporting cast of parents, spouses, 
significant others who are all here today, you and the institution of the University 



of Guam. This diploma represents this contractual arrangement. You earned it and 
when you read the words, it will see that the degree gives you all the rights and 
priveleges appertaining thereto, you need to consider what those rights are and 
think seriously about the responsibilities that go along with it.  

These diplomas represent a relationship between me and you (both of our names 
are on this document), between you and the future, between the society that made 
this institution possible and their investment in you. If you think of the diploma as 
just a vehicle to a job, your education isn’t complete. If you think of the diploma as 
a mark of your personal accomplishment, your education isn’t complete. If you 
think of the diploma as a pathway to fortune, then your education isn’t complete. 

Education, a good education is meant to teach you something beyond yourself. 
You are supposed to think about others, other societies, the human condition of the 
customer you sell something to and the beggar on the street standing at the traffic 
median, you are supposed to think about service, think about wrong doing and 
right doing, you don’t just have quick opinions, you have informed opinions that 
consider the consequences to others- you think about contributions- and recognize 
that you will be better remembered if you gave to others much more than you took 
from them.  

President Barack Obama said last week to a the graduates of Moorhouse College in 
Atlanta,  “With doors open to you that your parents and grandparents could not 
even imagine, no one expects you to take a vow of poverty. But I will say it betrays 
a poverty of ambition if all you think about is what goods you can buy instead of 
what good you can do.” 

The power of those words were later re-emphasized by the President in a call to 
avoid the pitfalls of the moment and to eschew the temptation to find a reason not 
to do something, he said  

“Excuses are tools of the incompetent used to build bridges to nowhere and 
“monuments of nothingness.” Well, we’ve got no time for excuses and we have no 
time for explaining why things can’t happen. We only have time to make things 
happen.  



We have a Chamorro tradition to protect; we have a multicultural society to 
strengthen; we have a business to build; we have a service to provide; we have 
patients to attend to; we have students to inspire; we have a land to take care of ; 
we have families to love and we will do all of these things in the spirit of fairness 
and social justice and ethical standards that speak to all of us not just as holders of 
degrees, but as educated Tritons ready to engage the world, ready to shape the 
future and always ready to say Biba UOG, Biba UOG 
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